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Temperature coefficients of reactivity have been measured up'to '60M on cluster-type
U02 fuel for three kinds of 235U enrichment and on a hollow cluster of' sus-cladding tubes
by using a hot He gas loop in a heavy. water-moderated, pressure-tube-type critical assembly.
A new experimental method has been developed which 'ccurately eliminates the reactivity
disturbance caused by heat leakage in the measurementof an extremely small change in
reactivity. The fuel (fuel pellet, cladding [and pressure-tube)' temperature coefficients of
reactivity obtained for the temperature range below 300-C are +1.00±0.04, -3.48+0.13 and
-6.36±0.25 in the unit of 10'%dk/lk-C for 0.2%, '0.7% and 1.5%, 5U enrichment, re-
spectively. In the higher temperature region above 300'C, each coefficient shifts to positive
side by about 2x 10-5%dk/k-.C. Temperature coefficient of reactivity for the hollow cluster
of sus-cladding tubes (cladding and pressure-tube) has a large constant value with positive
sign, +(6.42±0.26) x10-'%Jk/k--C, all through the temperature range. A calculational
model to analyze a hot-loop-type measurement of temperature coefficients with'use of WIMS-D
code was proposed and could be successfully applied to the present measurement.

KEYWORDS: fuel temperature coefflcient, cluster-type fuel, uranium dioxide,
ATR, stainless steel cladding, hot loop, heat leakage, heterogeneity, cell design
code, multi-cell, uranium 238, resonance capture, Doppler effect, helium, reac-
tivity, temperature dependence

I. INTRODUCTION

* The prototype reactor "FUGEN"c') developed in Japan is a heavy-water-moderated,
boiling light-water-cooled, pressure-tube-type reactor. Since this type of a reactor is de-
signed to have reactivity coefficients") nearly equal to zero for coolant voidage and slightly
positive for moderator temperature, its negative fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity
plays an important role for attaining favorable operational characteristics and also for
safety analysis in which a loss-of-coolant accident is supposed.

The fuel temperature coefficient is characteristic dominantly of dependence of LS`U

resonance captures on fuel temperature: Doppler broadening of the 11!U resonance peaks.
Accurate calculationsC31c) of this coefficient for the cluster-type fuel'requires considerably
Complicated procedure based on the collision probability method. In order to estimate the
calculational accuracies, experimental temperature coefficients for the cluster-type fuel are

' Oarai-machi, Ibaraki-ken 311.13.
" Nihonbashi.honcho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103.
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necessary.
By an experiment using a power'reactor, however, it is generally difficult to obtain

accurate data on the fuel temperature coefficient due to two reasons: (1) Change in reac
tivity is measured in terms of power coefficient("'"' which includes other coefficients such
as coolant void coefficient and (2) ambiguity is inevitably large in the calculation of change
in actual fuel temperature.

On the other hand, in the case of hot-loop experiment with use of a critical assembly,
there are problems such as -follows:

(1) Change in reactivity with fuel temperature is extremely small because the heated
portion (one or few channels) in the core is small.

(2) Owing to a large leakage of heat from the hot loop with increasing temperature, it
is difficult to distinguish'the fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity from the reac-
tivity disturbance caused by the heat leakage.-. -

Consequently, in this hot-loop-type experiment indirect methods are usually adopted
instead of direct measurementiof -the change .i eactivity, Changes in various kinds of
reaction rate distributions aire dmeasued"5'"§ wvith different fuel temperatures by the activa-
tion foil method and then the resultant. changes in reactivity are derived using these data
through calculation"". -

And, in these experimefits"'(- made in Britain and Canada fuel temperatures were
raised up only to about 300 C partially because of the presence of coolant included in the
hot channel, resulting in shortage of data,for confirmation of behavior of the fuel tem-
perature coefficieint in higher temperaturc region.

Objectives of the present experiment are summarized as follows:
(1) Development of a new experimental rmethod which'enables us to measure extremely.

small change in reactivity due to change in fuel temperature up to 600'C in a single
hot loop by eliminating accurately reactivity disturbance by heat leakage.

(2) Acquisition of data sets,- by the above method, which makes it possible to evaluate
calculational accuracies on fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity especially on
temperature dependence of 't'U resonance captures in cluster-type fuel where the
effect of coolant is excluded.

For those objectives fuel clusters of three kinds of uranium enrichment and a hollow
cluster of cladding tubes were raised up to 600'C in temperature in a He gas loop and it
has been attempted to determine experimentally heat leakage coefficients of reactivity at
each loop temperature.

Analysis of experimental results obtained by a hot loop requires to take precisely into
account interaction of neutron spectra between the test (hot) cell and the surrounding
driver cells. In this respect, we'selected WIMS-D code developed by Askew et al."', as
the basic. cross section generator for the analysis, since the 'code can treat approximately
the interaction of adjacent cells with its procedure called multi-cell option. Concerning
the driver cell, main characteristics had been 'sufficiently comprehended through lattice
parameters measured in advance<".

-1.; EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

In the central channel of deuterium critical assembly (DCA)("", a loop of He gas Iva5
prepared as shown in Fig. 1. Temperature of the He gas pressurized to 3-4 kg/cit' is
raised to 200'C when it passes through a pre-heat-exchanger and then the He gas is
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of He gas was
3-4 kg/cm' is

anthe He gas is

heated up to 600-C (680-C maximum)
by an electric heater of 90 kW capa-
city. After the hot He gas raised
temperature of a test fuel cluster
loaded in the central channel shown
in Fig. 1, it again goes through the
pre-heat-exchanger to be dropped in
temperature. In the main cooler the
He gas drops in temperature to the
ambient one and is again fed to the
compressor (Diaphram-type, Model A5L,
Burton-Corblin) to accomplish recir-
culation in the He gas loop.

The central channel consists of
double tubes made of stainless steel;
the inner'one simulates a pressure
tube and the outer a calandria tube.
The gap between these tubes was
evacuated to about 3XIO-'Torr to
reduce the heat leakage. In order
to further strengthen thermal resist-
ance against the leakage, a silver
plating of 30 pm with mirror-finish-
ing was given 'to the outer surface
'of the pressure tube and also a hard
Cr plating of the same thickness-
and-finishing was given to the inner
surface of the calandria tube.

As shown in Fig. 1, the calan-
dria tube was fixed to the upper grid
plate. Consequently the lower part
of the tube is forced to slide with
temperature in contact with leak-
tight 0-ring against heavy water
moderator. However, the thermal
expansion of this calandria tube
downwards is negligibly small be-
cause it is in contact with materials
at the ambient temperature. The
pressure tube can make free expan-
sion upwards as well as radial one
with temperature as seen in Fig. 1.
The test fuel in the pressure tube
makes free expansion upwards and
radially.

A cross section of the central

300.5 0 J1
I

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of vertical' relation
among core constituents
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hot channel is shown in Fig. 2 together with that of the surrounding driver channel
The fuel clusters consist of 28 fuel rods arranged in three concentric- layers; there are
4 rods in the first layer, 8 in the second and 16 in the third. In the case of test fuel
four tie rods for spacers are installed between the second and the third layers. Materials
of the tie rod and the cladding tube are stainless steel resistive of high temperature
Aluminum is used for the structural materials of the driver channels including cladding
tubes, and the voided space is filled with air at the ambient temperature. Fuel for the
driver channels is 1.2% 125U enriched UO2.
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*.' Fig. 2 Cross sections of icentri'~hot channel (loop) and of driver channel

Uranium-235 .enrichments ojf the test fuel are 0.2, 0.7 and 1.5%, and a -hollow. cluster..'
(stainless steel cladding without UQO pell~ets) was also heated up. Their dimensions and corn-
positipns are listed in Table 1.
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Table i Dimensions and compositions of test fuel loaded
. in central channel and of driver fuel1.tI i,

i , I
II .

', I

I~i i I
I.- 1V.

?i !-.

Channel Central test Driver

Fuel 0.2% enriched 0.7% enriched 1.5% enriched 1.2% enriched

Fuel pellets
Outer diameter (mm) . 14.75 14.80 14.80 14.80
Stack length (cm) 200 200 200 200
Density (g/cm t) : 10.40 10.40 10.45 10.36
O/U ratio of UO. 2.01 2.057 2.063 2.01
2"U enrichment (-) .. 0.199 . 0.711 1.500 1.203

Cladding
Outer diameter (mm) . 16.65 . 16.73
Inner diameter (mm) . . . 14.95 . . 15.03
Material Stainless steel (SUS.27) Al (2.6 % Mg)

1,
A

reflec
rod M
from
Wortl
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time
versic

neutr,
fuel c
photo
fast i

Core configuration of the DCA is shown in Fig. 3. All the calandria tubes are held
in a square lattice of 22.5 cm. pitch with the upper and the lower, grid plates. To achieve
a higher reactivity importance of the central test channel, number of the driver channels
was lessened to 25 (if fully, loaded, there are 121 channels) by increasing critical 'heaVy
water level.

In order to examine, further, dependence of fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity
J1
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temperature.
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od. 1 6.73

Al pressure tube
Id. - 116.8

a.d.- 121.0

I colandria tube
I.d - 132.5

p.d. * 136.5

on the critical heavy water level, three kinds
of core configurations A, B and C were
prepared. The respective critical levels
were 1,749.2, 1,660.2 and 1,873.2 mm. In the
configuration pattern A, two vacant layers
of pressure and calandria tubes around the
core periphery are left unremoved as shown
in Fig. 3. In the patterns B and C, all of
those vacant tubes are removed as shown
in Fig. 4. In the pattern C, further, four
driver channels in the corner of the pattern
B are removed.

In Fig. 3, locations are shown also for
a fine control rod, a control rod, a standard
Cd absorber and: Chromel-Alumel thermo-
couples. Their vertical positions and strokes
fully inserted are-given in Fig. 1.

Pattern A

0000000
/ Cor Ta Connrol Rod t .

0 O d1. a Tubes

0 #Wk> Gi O 0 0*rU 0

* oso fob 0 tnar d 9 0 0
00 0*Tr 00

\ O Otin D.02 0 0/

/ 20 225 crn

-Al core Tank lI1.Ocm thick) ............... .

*:Position for standard Cd absorl-cr
(withdrawn at operatioi) -.

e: Position of therrno'oupbe

Fig. 3 Core configuration for fuel temperature
coefficient experiment (Pattern-A)

F , .'.

0llow cluster
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Driver
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14.80
200

10.36
2.01
1.203

16.73
15.03

(2.6 Mg)

)es are held
'To achieve

ver channels
-itical JeaVY

of reactivity

Pattern B Pattern C

Control Rod Control Rod
/ d Driverf / Or ver ( 1.2v tu100% Vold)

0* .. *----

0 .. TTStI Fu.i
S. 0 *00

lCos controlRod DJ1 . tin. Control Rod D20
Lattice Pitch 22.3cm

. ~~~Al Corn *i

Fig. 4 Core configurations (Patterns B and C)

mn. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND PROCEDURE

1. Position-to-worth Calibration of Fine Control Rod
A fine control rod 7 mm in diameter and made of Cd was set; in the heavy water

reflector region as shown in Fig. 3 taking enough distance from the fuel channels. This
rod was used for measurement of change in reactivity with temperature in a stroke range
from -50 to. 600mm (125.4 to 576.4mm in the example shown in Fig. 5). The reactivity
worth of this range was determined by the positive period method. At the lower rod
position 50mm, 1W power level of quite stable criticality was kept for 20min. Then,
the rod was withdrawn to the higher position 600 mm, and three sets of doubling
time (1.0-2.0, 1.25-2.5 and 1.5-3.0W) were measured with power up to 10W. For con-
version of this doubling time to reactivity, jex was obtained as 0.0072. Here, the delayed-
neutron parameters were taken from Ref. a) and the r-ray self-shielding factor in the
fuel cluster Fi=0.223 from Ref. P}, and the effects of r-ray production of delayed and
photodelayed neutrons were calculated with use of Gwin's formulae's and the experimental
fast fission ratio in Ref. O.
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Fig. 5 Calibration curve between reactivity worth and position of fine control rod

Calibration of position to reactivity worth (preparation of S curve) for the fine control
rod was made with use of a standard absorber, a small sheet of Cd (15 mm x 37 mm x 0.5 mm)
contained in an Al case. This standard Cd absorber was taken in and out of the core
more than ten times by a driving mechanism"' at the location shown in Fig. 3. The
negative reactivity aroused from the insertion of this standard absorber was canceled by
the fine control rod which was'set in the state of automatic drive. The withdrawal pro-
duces reverse reactivity and it was compensated by insertion of another control rod which
was set in the state 'of the'automatic drive. At this time, position of the fine control rod
was fixed.

In order to obtain a smooth calibration curve, about 10 min were expended after each
phase change to acquire criticality in sufficient stability. In such a manner the total reac-
tivity measured for the above range was divided into a group of constant reactivity and
the resultant positions of the' fine control rod were measured. One of the results obtained
for the case of 0.2% 21 U enriched test fuel is shown in Fig. 5.

2. Change in Reactivity with Temperature
Critical level of the'heavyjwater was kept constant and the fine control rod was set

in the phase'of automatic control at 10W power level. After keeping 20min of stable
criticality to confirm no perturbations caused from other than temperature, it was started
to heat up the test fuel at the rate of approximately' 200'C/h. A large amount of heat
leakage that occurs at higher temperatures decreased this rate to less than 100'C/h.

In Fig. 6, variations of the fine control rod position and the fuel temperatures (inlet
and outlet He gas temperature) are shown as a function of time. Here, the averaged value
between the inlet and the outlet He gas temperatures has some difference from the mean
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temperature of the fuel itself when the fuel is being raised in temperature. The time
delay for the fuel temperature to get to the same value of the He gas temperature at
every axial position was estimated as approximately 6 min with a simple calculational
model of radial heat transfer from the He gas to the fuel pellet. In the case when the
inlet He gas temperature was kept constant for some period, the mean fuel temperature
was determined by simply averaging the inlet and the outlet He gas temperatures; these
temperature differences caused by the heat leakage from the pressure tube were observed
at zero at 200-C, 5-C at 400-C (the heat leakage starts at -250'C), and 15-C at 600-C.
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Fig. 6 Variations of fine control rod position and fuel temperature as a function of time

Up to -500-C (200 min) in the figure, the fine control rod continues to be inserted
with positive reactivity caused by the temperature, however, at higher temperatures above
SO0C the rod is withdrawn with temperature due to negative reactivity brought by heat
leakage that surpassed the positive reactivity of the 0.2% t1Ut enriched test fuel. In fact,

'in spite of constant temperature kept at 600-C (300 min) for about 90 min, this negative
reactivity continues to be brought as seen in the figure. Consequently, changes in the rod
Position in this time range indicate compensation of reactivity for heat leakage (heat
leakage coefficient of reactivity described in the next section was determined in such time range).
From the time point 390 min the fuel temperature was dropped, resulting in a rapid with-
drawal of the fine control rod due to negative reactivity with decrease in temperature in
addition to the effect of heat leakage.

Figure 6 shows the most complicated case obtained for the 0.2% /U enriched test
fuel. In other cases for the higher fuel enrichment the variations measured are much
Simpler because reactivity coefficients for fuel temperature are much larger than that for
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heat leakage.
By using the position to worth calibration curve of the fine control rod, reactivity

corresponding to each fuel temperature was obtained and the result for the 0.2% 2'tU
enriched fuel is shown with dots in Fig. 7.
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3. Determination of Heat Leakage Coefficient of Reactivity
Quantity of heat that leaks from the central channel in a given time varies depending

on the temperature of the channel. Therefore, temperature of the central channel was
kept constant at 200, 400, 500 and 600-C for about 100min to determine a reactivity-t0
time coefficient (heat leakage coefficient of reactivity) at each temperature. In Fig. 8 the
coefficient measured for the 0.7% 23̀U enriched .test fuel is shown. At 200-C change in
reactivity has not been observed for any test fuel. Coefficients for the temperature range
between or out of the measured .points were obtained by inter- or extrapolation as seen
in the figure, on the assumption that the coefficient is approximately linear to the tem-
perature.
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The heat leakage coefficient ' determined for each test fuef are summarized as fol-
05 b lows with use of a letter T'as'the mean temperature of the central channel: ;: ; -. .

*r .. & (T)-0.0000202(T-235) /min for 0.2% " 1 U enriched fuel .

0(T)=-0.000015 (T-250)9/min for 0.7% `"U enriched fuel

p(T)=-0.000016 (T-250)0/min for 1.5% "'U enriched fuel and hollow cluster.

OZ -,Differences observed in those three coefficients are considered to be originating from the

.. small differences, in each vacuum achieved, at the gap between the pressure and the calan-
ol *' dria tubes.

The heat leaked from the central channel should cause temperature of the heavy
water to rise to some extent. Temperatures in the heavy water were measured every 5
min all through the experiment with the Chromel-Alumel thermocouples whose axial and

600 radial positions are shown in Figs. 1 and 3. Rise in the temperature, however, was not
observed beyond the measurement error of ±0.5CC.

This fact can be also understood by the following estimation. Concerning the 1.2%
., 'U enriched driver lattice, value of heavy-water temperature coefficient of reactivity ob-
tained by the WIMS-D code"' is -1.91X1O-' 4k/k Cat 22C. On the other hand, change

; depending in reactivity in one operation, taking the longest case of Sh at 600'C, is calculated using
hannel was the above j5 (600-C) as -0.0000202X (600-235) g/min x 300 min X 0.0000724dk/k. =-1.59X 10-'
!activity-to- 'k/k. Then, the rise in temperature is given by (-1.59X10-4dk/k.-C)/(-1.91x10-'dk/
Fig. 8 the AkC) <1'C and it agrees with the measured value of around 0.5-C.
change in 4. Correction of Heat Leakage

ature range Once the heat leakage coefficient of reactivity P(T) at the temperature T has been
ion as seen determined, change in reactivity due to heat leakage in time interval Jt can be expressed
to the term- as follows:

Jp=P(T)Jt . (1)
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Then, the reactivity at the temperature T corrected for the heat leakage p'(T) is given
by subtracting the accumulated reactivity due to the heat leakage from the measured
reactivity p(T);
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where To is the starting temperature of the heat leakage effect and 4tj the time interval
in which average temperature is T.. In the actual measurement the Jtj was set always
constant as 5min. Change in reactivity when the temperature drops, of course, can be
corrected using Eq. (2). ;

In Fig. 7 reactivity corrected for'the heat leakage through Eq. (2) is plotted with
mark X. For the 0.2% "'U enriched fuel, change in -reactivity actually measured is at
most 0.6¢, however, the corrected reactivity o'(T) is i:.V over the temperature range of

; 22-600'C. In such case where the fuel temperature. coefficient of reactivity itself is
extremely small,'the present method for.correcting the heatleakage is indispensable and
definitely effective because the 'quantity .of disturbance by the heat leakage is directly
measured in terms -of reactivity to be subtracted as functions of measurement time-interval
and fuel (or sus-claddifig) temperature. . i'

IV. EXPERiMENTAL RESULTS

- 1. Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity
The fuel temperature 'coefficient of reactivity was obtained by linear-fitting of the cor-

rected points on the graph as shown in Fig. 7. Here, the temperature coefficient includes
coefficients for the cladding material and the'pressure-tube. Since UO fuel has no dis-

-No
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Table 2 Experimental results of temperature coefficient of reactivity
for three kinds of UO fuel and hollow cluster (cladding)

tUnit: oJR/R-', Jeff = U.WUz)

_-..Fuel in central - No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6
---. channel 0.2% 0.7% 1.5% 1.5X 1.5% Hollow

Temoerature (C) enriched enriched enriched enriched enriched cluster

50 +} +5.09x 10-
100 1 3 -6 34 x 10
150 1 3.20 x 10-8 -6.39X18-6.3_5xO 10 6.35x 10-6
200 +10x0 3.77 x10-5 (J7.56 x10-6 J7.52 x10-
250 J' J
350 I 4 ll - 4.51 x 10-4 +6.42 x 10-1
400 1 - 4.28 x 10-61 - 4.51 x 10-5 ,
450 j+

2. 5 6 xl 8 -0-994x10i - J- 4.69x 10-; -441x10- J
500 *-1.152 x oI _4.57 x 1-1)J

600

Number of test fuel 1 1 1 . 1 1
Number of 1.2% 2 U 24 24 24 24 20 24

enriched driver fuel 244244204

Core configuration A B A B C Apattern
Critical D1O level 1,909.0 ' ' 1,718.9 1,749.2 1,660.2 1,873.2 1,887.4

(mm) o

Vulue with underline was obtained by averaging two data in the cases of temperature rise and drop.

4

I

4i

I. I
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0.0072)

No. 6
Hollow
cluster

} + 5.09 x 10-'

continuity in its thermal expansion due to such as phase transition, temperature dependence
of the reactivity coefficient up to 600'C is considered to be continuous. In the experi-
mental results also, the coefficient changes continuously when the temperature is divided
into small ranges. For the 0.2% 1'U enriched fuel, each coefficient corresponding to such
small range is listed in Fig. 7. The final division of the temperature, however, was made
at about 300'C (medium point of 250 and 350 C) as summarized in Table 2 taking into
account (1) the measurement errors, and (2) the general trend that obviously changes in
the temperature range of 250-350'C.

Different values in Table 2 for the identical range of temperature given in the column
Nos. 2, 4 and 5 indicate reproducibilities of the experiment and the result was quite satis-
factory except two -values, -7.56x10-' in the column No. 4 and -7.52x10-' in No. 5,
which are considerably larger compared with others., As- the reason for these values it is
considered that a transient effect originating from. changes min, the heavy water' level had
not yet completely disappeared at the measurement because these data were obtained from
the restarted DCA operation immediately after reactor scram. (due. to a noise signal).

When the temperature of fuel was started to be raised. ors was turned to be dropped,
transient behavior was observed for a. -while -at the: beginning as seen in Fig. 7 in the
range below -100-C. Therefore, data obtained; for' the temperature range from ambient
to about 100-C are considered to be distorted to some extent. Because of this reason ten
to twelve points of measured data (about 100-C as a temperature range) were omitted from
the turning point when the course of drop in temperature was also utilized for the meas-
urement. Values with underline in the table indicate those averaged ones of two data

.i
. . -' ' ' ' F ..

. .. ...... I -.I.. �.j
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300-
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Test sample Ine fhe central channetl SUS-Clodding (withect UO, pellets

T IC ) lene.,r eht Coaft. l/. 6h C''C l
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* (T). tCo tond reecte iey ot T

XCtf MT)Carfftld tloctinit twh.0e "he."
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Ti .250
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A

1,887.4 __ ' . sA_ * S.
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Fig. 9 Temperature coefficient of reactivity for SUS-cladding (hollow cluster)
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KX;" obtained in the courses of rise and drop in temperature.

Column Nos. 4 and 5 for the 1.5% '`U enriched fuel correspond to the results obtained (2

14 for the core configuration patterns B and C shown in Fig. 4, respectively. However, no

dependence was observed on the critical core height for the present fuel temperature co-

efficients of reactivity as noticed in the table.

Concerning the hollow 'Cluster made only of stainless steel, the fitted coefficient has (3)

no dependence on temperature except the range below s-1O0C where the transient effect

a . . is conceivable to some extent. In this coefficient, of course, the coefficient for -the pres.

sure-tube is included. The measured reactivity p(T) and the corrected one for heat leak-

age p'(T) are plotted in Fig. 9 with dots and'mark X's, respectively. In this case of

V.J;' simple 1/v absorbers also, the present method of correcting the heat leakage effect worked

very effectively in finding out a constant value up to 600'C for the temperature coefficient '.,:

of reactivity ;.b I . ..

2. Accuraci es t .

gt1S778 .Experimental errors' were estimated as ±4% in the lower temperature raiige :belowi-
r .. 300'C taking into account'the following items:

(1) Freedom when scattered points of measured reactivity are'fitted to a straight line .
additional scatter caused by the unsmoothness of control-rod-worth calibrat6n curve'

is also included'in'this freedom: -. ' '
(2) 'Error due :to' control-rgd-worth including measurement error of the positive period

and to ambiguity ii 'parameters used in the inhour equation; delayed photo-neutron.

* effect was minimized by taking' long cooling time before the measurement of the'

positive period..

In the higher temperature range above 300'C, an additional error arises from the heat 1.

- leakage correction. This comes from (1) inadequacy of assumpting the heat leakage co- T
efficient of reactivity to be. linear to the temperature, and (2) a small difference in the -. regior

vacuums at the measurements between carried out for the heat leakage coefficient and be sui
for' the fuel temperature coefficient. And this error appears in the form of distortion in ' (1)

the plots of the corrected reactivity p'(T) as seen in Figs. 7 and 9.. This error has much SI
significance in the case of lower enriched U01 fuel because the change in reactivity is (2)

small. Thus, the resultant errors in the range above 300'C were estimated as ±8 and . t
i ±i6% for the 0.2% and the 0.7% 2 ";U enriched fuel, respectively and i4% for both 1.5% ' (3)
' '"U enriched fuel and hollow cluster. . sI

Scatter (random error) observed in the value of aforementioned reproducibility-experi- .o

i 1 ment in Table 2 is confirmed to be consistent with (small within) these experimental errors. Ti

L Ambiguity in dividing the range of temperature is considered ±30'C taking into account *in the
(1) the transient effect observed at the beginning of rise and drop in temperature and (2) is con!
the simple division of temperature coefficient at 300-C in spite of the rather continuous small

change observed in the range of 250-350C. . necess

' 3. Summary of Experiment . . Provid
i I The temperature coefficient of reactivity obtained in the present experiment are listed premis

in the final form in Table 3 for the three kinds of fuel and the hollow sus-cladding. Their tempei

dependences on fuel enrichment, temperature and difference of material are summarized the ce

as follows: TI

(1) As fuel enrichment increases, the fuel (fuel pellet, cladding and pressure-tube) term CLUS'

perature coefficient of 'reactivity 'changes its sign from positive to negative and in- and NN
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(2) In a temperature range above 300'C, the fuel temperature coefficient of reac-

. - tivity has an apparently different trend compared with the range below 300'C. The
reactivity curve for each fuel is refracted to the positive side with increase in tem-
perature.

(3) The sus-cladding (cladding and pressure-tube) temperature coefficient of reactivity
* has a large constant value with positive sign all through the temperature range.

Table 3 Measured temperature coefficients of reactivity for cluster-type
UO fuel and cladding material in comparison with calculation

(Unit: % /k.-'Cx 10-')

Fuel Temperature xperiment Calculation

Hollow cluster
(cladding and pressure-tube)

0.2% enriched fuel
(with cladding ahd-pressure-tube)

0. 7% enriched fuel..
(with cladding arid pressure-tube)

1.5% enriched fuel
(with cladding and pressure-tube)

50t-.300
300-.600
50-300

300-600
50-300

300-600
50-300

300-600

+ 6.42+0.26
+6.42±0.26
+1.00±0.04
+2.56±0.20
-3.48±0.13
-1.07±0.06
-6.36±0 25
-4.49±0.18

+7.87
+7.89
+1.62
+3.17
-3.47
-1:28
-6.81
-4.17

i
i
i

i ,
i
I
i

I

i

i

I

i

i

f: The lower limit of temperature range is 22-C for analysis.

V. ANALYSIS

. 1. Method of Calculation
The fuel temperature coefficient was calculated as a change in reactivity for the two

region core and compared directly with experimental results. Experimental conditions can
be summarized as follows from the stand point of the analysis.

(1) The temperature of the central' channel was raised by He gas and the channel was
shielded thermally at the gap between the pressure and calandria tubes.

(2) Only one central channel of the core fueled of 24 ordinary clusters was raised up
to high temperature.

(3) The cladding, pressure tube and calandria tube of the central channel are made of
stainless steel. On the other hand the structural material of other channels is made
of Al. In addition to this, there is a difference in enrichment.

The first experimental condition suggests that the problem of neutron re-thermalization
in the hot temperature region is subtle, although the magnitude of re-thermalization
is considered small because there' exists no moderating material in the cluster except
small amount of oxygen in the fuel rods. The second and third conditions suggest the
necessity of a heterogeneous treatment of the central channel. A cross section generator
provides generally the cross section for a unit cell of a uniform lattice. Obviously, this
premise is not satisfied for the present central channel which is surrounded by the room
temperature cluster. In addition to this, as the cladding and other structural material of
the central channel is made of stainless steel, this effect is enhanced greatly.

The unit cell analysis codes which have been applied to the DCA cluster, fuel are
CLUSTER-IV"), METHUSELAH-11 17), LAMP-DCA" t 5') (updated version is called MESSIAH)
and WIMS.DCI). In the present analysis, however, we used WIMS-D'as a cross section
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generator from the following reasons.
The condition (1) necessitates very detailed treatment of thermal neutrons for the

central unit cell. A multi-group approximation for thermal neutrons is incorporated in
WIMS-D and MESSIAH codes. The conditions (2) and (3) indicate that the homogenized
cell cross section for the -central channel should be evaluated in the neutron field affected
by the interaction with the surrounding channels. This calculation *is possible only by
WIMS-D with its multi-cell option. '

The WIMS-D code is a general lattice cell program which uses transport theory to
calculate flux as -a function of energy and position in a cell. -Firstly, the infinite cell flux
is calculated by collision probability method and a multi-group cross section set is generated
for a homogenized cell. In -the usual usage of WIMS-D, this flux is corrected for the
neutron leakage by B. transport calculation. '.And then, again, spacial homogenization and
group collapsing are performed with the useof this flux and a few-group cross section
set -is generated'for diffusion calculation; H6wever, thisifeature was not used in the pre-
sent calculation. The group structure for'the cross section library is 69 groups and the
number of group for thermal neutrons under 0.625 eV is 24, which enables us to calculate
detailed thermal neutron spectrum. We' added scattering kernels at high temperature to
the original WIMS-D .library. - - -

The interaction or coupling of adjacent unit cells is approximately treated by a
procedure called multi-cell option. - In this approximation, for the case of heterogeneous
lattice composed of, say, type P cell and type:Q cell a certain amount of neutrons emerg-
ing from the type P cell boundary'will -eiter the boundary of'type Q cell uniformly and
vice versa. Therefore, coupling of the adjacent cell is treated non-directionally, However,
this approximation would be appropriate for the central channel which is surrounded by
the same type of unit. cells.

In the analysis of the present type of the experiment, the modeling becomes com-
plicated by the density and dimension change due to thermal expansion.' We calculated
this' effect for the fuel pellet, cladding, pressure tube and tie-rod, simply assuming linear
expansion for the radius and cubic contraction for the density. Magnitude of the expan-
sion due to change in temperature from 22 to 600'C is 0.54% for the pellet and -11%
for the three kinds of stainless steel. We examined other possible effects, like a change
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in the ring radius of fuel pins in the cluster
or a change in the length -of 'fuel pin.
However, they were found negligibly small.

Actual calculational procedure is as
follows. We prepared 14 group -cross sec-
tion set with WIMS-D for homogenized
central and surrounding''cells each.- The
group structure is shown in Table 4. This
cross section set is generated with the use
of non-leakage flux of the multi-cell option.
We .avoided using a few-group cross sec-
tion set collapsed by WIMS-D, because the
resultant few-group cross section- set was
found to be unstable, depending, on the
buckling used in B. calculation.

Table 4 Group structure

Group No. Energy range

1 10.0 - 6.0655 MeV
2 6.0655 - 1.353 MeV
3 1.353MeV-1 1 keV
4 111 - - 9.116 keV
5 9.116keV- 4.0eV
6 4.0 - 1.020eV
7 1.020 - 0.780 eV
8 0.780 - 0. 40 eV
9 0.40 - 0.25eV

10 0.25 - 0. 14 eV
11 0.14 - 0. 058 eV
12 0.058 - 0.035 eV
13 0.035 - 0.020 eV
14 0.020 - 0.005 eV
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The multiplication factor for the whole core was calculated in the diffusion approxima-

tion of .7 thermal and 7 fast group structure by using CITATION coder"". The two-
dimensional X-Y model of DCA core is employed for this calculation. Firstly, the core at
room temperature was maintained, at critical by searching the axial buckling, then the
multiplication factors kr were calculated for the cores with the cluster of elevated tem-
peratures. We can deduce a temperature coefficient from the difference of the multiplica-
tion factors Jk(T)=kr -k22r at different temperature.

2. Calculational Results
The calculation of effective multiplication factors was performed at 22, 300 and 600-C.

The multiplication factors at elevated temperature are shown in Table 5. The change of
multiplication factor vs. temperature is
shown in Fig. 10 and compared with ex- xo .
perimental results. The fuel temperature .
coefficient of reactivity is also shown in 401/
Table 3.

.4,

I,,

. . 1

. .. . .. I

.. I
i

.!

I,

Table 5 Calculated effective
multiplication factor

Temperature kfFuel (IC)

Hollow cluster 22 1.0000163
(cladding and 300 1.0002352
pressure-tube) 600 1.0004720

0.2% enriched fuel 22 1.0000066
(with cladding and 300 1.0000510
pressure-tube) 600 1.0001466

0.7% enriched fuel 22 0.9999491
(with cladding and 300 0.9998525
pressure-tube) 600 0.9998140

1.5% enriched fuel 22 1.0000171
(with cladding and 300 0.9998278
pressure-tube) 600 0.9998025

. I

"4

*: W

_t

Lines.are drawn between calculated
results at 22, 300 and G60C for easier
understanding by sight.

Fig. 10 Comparison of Ak at 300 and 600C
between experiment and calculation

VI. DISCUSSIONS

The agreement between the calculated Jk(T) and the experiment is good especially
for 0.7% and 1.5%' 5"U enriched fuel lattices. The calculated 4k(T) for 0.2/%052U enriched
fuel lattice is slightly larger than the measured one. We can attribute this disagreement
to the improper treatment of stainless steel cladding and other structural material, since
this tendency is enhanced for the case of hollow cluster cell. This effect of stainless steel
becomes less important by large absorption cross section of !25U for higher enriched fuel
cells. It is needed to explore this discrepancy more in detail not neglecting other possible
reasons, for example, such as breaking of the diffusion approximation used for the core
calculation. Nevertheless, the Doppler coefficient calculated by the WIMS-D code is es-
sentially accurate, if one employs the analytical method established in the present study.

As the measured dependence of the multiplication factors on temperature is linear for
the case of hollow cluster, we can safely assume that the negative coefficient. from reac-
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tions of 255U with thermal neutrons is also linear. Since value of epithermal fission ratio
525 is less than 0.1 for the present lattice of 22.5cm pitchh", the contribution from the
epithermal neutron reaction to the temperature coefficient is small compared with "'U con.
tribution. Therefore, the non-linear temperature dependence of multiplication factors for
the fueled clusters is related to the characteristics of Doppler coefficient of "'U. An ex.
pression of the temperature dependence of the effective resonance integral is;

, . ' Ifr(T)=1.,Y(1+a-VT)1`1 (3)

which explains the measured non-linearity of kOff vs. temperature curves, where a is a
constant. That is, as temperature becomes higher, the increase-rate of the negative
Doppler c6efficient reduces..

The following phenomenological interpretation is considered applicable to the present
experiment. A positive reactivity change of the hollow cluster is caused by the reduction
of stainless steel density. The effect occurs commonly even to fueled clusters. .. However;
this positive reactivity charige is canceled by the negative Doppler coefficient. The -resultant

.effect' appears to agreater degree with increase in importance of the central hot channel -

with fuel enrichmen't;. Reduction of the fission cross section of 2"U is'. mostly caused 'by.
decrease' ,in- the density, of a. fuel pellet,- since thermal neutron temperature ;ithin -the '
central-cluster is not affected by its physical temperature.' Although the abso ption cross
section of 215U reduces at the. same time, total effect of "-"U is negative to the temperature
coefficient. This negative;coefficient is proportional to the enrichment of ""U, which ex-
plains the general tendency.. of experimental results. In summary, the behavior of the
temperature coefficients can be comprehended by (1) positive reactivity coefficient from
structural material, (2) negative coefficient from ""U and (3) negative -Doppler coefficient
from "'U. ; -

Thus, the reason why the present -experiment successfully enabled us to make such a
systematic evaluation is that the experiment has been carried out as a function of '"U
enrichment in addition. to the. measurement on a hollow cluster. Only those data could
make us distinguish, in the analysis, each effect that constitutes temperature coefficient of
reactivity. ' ' ; ' '

V1l. CONCLUSION

A new experimental method has'been developed which'accurately eliminates the re-
activity disturbance by heat leakage in the measurement of an extremely small change in
reactivity due to change in'fuel temperature up to 600'C in a single hot He gas loop in a
heavy-water-moderated, pressure-tube-type critical assembly. The heat leakage coefficient
of reactivity determined for the present temperature range is -0.006V/min at 600'C and
approximately linear to the loop temperature.

By this method, temperature -coefficients of reactivity have been* measured for the
cluster-type U02 fuel and also for 'the cladding material by taking a parameter on
enrichment as 0.2, 0.7 and 1.5%. As a result, behaviors of the coefficients have been
clarified experimentally and the measured data set made it possible to evaluate calculations
on the fuel temperature coefficient of. reactivity especially on the temperature dependence
of zlaU resonance captures in cluster-type U02 fuel,

The calculational model proposed in this study to analyze a hot-loop-type measurernrent
of temperature coefficients has been successfully applied to the present experiment. Detailed
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ion ratio calculation of neutron spectrum for a lattice composed of different types of clusters plays
'rom the the key role in the model. In such a lattice the concept of a unit cell is inevitably altered
2 con. and its covering region should be extended to the surrounding cells.
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